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• Should a computer be recognised as an inventor? — from raconteur.net by Mark Frary 
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intellectual property lawyers 
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Simonite 
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• Why we should be both scared and excited about artificial intelligence -- from realbusiness.co.uk by Hunter 

Ruthven 

• Does Artificial Intelligence Discriminate? -- from forbes.com by Ben Plomion 

• The next big step for AI is getting out of the cloud and onto your phone -- from qz.com by Dave Gershgorn 

• Melinda Gates and Fei-Fei Li Want to Liberate AI from “Guys With Hoodies” -- from backchannel.com by Jessi 

Hempel 

These two female technologists discuss the promises of artificial intelligence — and how to diversify the field. 

• Last Moments: Virtual reality experiences are redefining storytelling by taking consumers on ever more 

emotional journeys. -- from jwtintelligence.com by Jade Perry 

• How Artificial Intelligence will change everything – from nytimes.com   
Baidu’s Andrew Ng and Singularity’s Neil Jacobstein say this time, the hype about artificial intelligence is real  

• Rise of the robolawyers -- from theatlantic.com by Jason Koebler 
How legal representation could come to resemble TurboTax 

• The Great A.I. Awakening – from the nytimes.com by Gideon Lewis-Kraus 

• The Dark Secret at the Heart of AI -- from technologyreview.com by Will Knight 

• Robotics, AI And Cognitive Computing Are Changing Organizations Even Faster Than We Thought -- from 

forbes.com by Josh Bersin  

• Artificial intelligence is going to make it easier than ever to fake images and video -- from theverge.com by 

James Vincent 

• Artificial Intelligence: Silicon Valley's next frontier – from toptechnews.com by Ethan Baron 

• Can we really control artificial intelligence? -- from interestingengineering.com by Christopher Mcfadden  

• Our automated future -- from newyorker.com by Elizabeth Kolbert 
How long will it be before you lose your job to a robot? 

• Google’s DeepMind made ‘inexcusable’ errors handling UK health data, says report -- from theverge.com by 

James Vincent 

• Data and algorithms are not error proof -- from the futureorganization.com by Jacob Morgan 

• How technology is merging with the human body – from techcrunch.com by Daniel Waterhouse 

• Autonomous Vehicles and the End of Privacy -- from hackernoon.com by Ernest Oppetit 

• The Navy is building fleets of unmanned 'swarmboats' that can overwhelm and confuse enemies -- from 

digitaltrends.com by Nicole Carpenter 

• Why we are still light years away from full artificial intelligence -- from techcrunch.com by Clara Lu 

• Algorithms: AI’s creepy control must be open to inspection -- from theguardian.com by Luke Dormehl 

• The Ethics of Artificial Intelligence – from livestream.com  

• Why the United Nations Must Move Forward With a Killer Robots Ban -- from spectrum.ieee.org by Toby 

Walsh 

• Most engineers are white — and so are the faces they use to train software -- from recode.net by Tess 

Townsend 

• Do Consumers Need New Rules To Protect Them From Their Robots? -- from forbes.com by Daniel Fisher 

• 2017 will be big year for AI thanks to tech giants -- from cio.com by Matt Kapko 

• 2016 is the year the future arrived; 2017 will be the year it took root -- from startribune.com by Jack Uldrich 

• $18.867 billion paid to acquire 50 robotics companies in 2016 – from robohub.org by Frank Tobe 

• Robots will take jobs, but not as fast as some fear, new report says -- from nytimes.com by Steve Lohr 

• This Japanese Company Is Replacing Its Staff With Artificial Intelligence -- from fortune.com by Kevin Lui 

• SEEK is using artificial intelligence to find your next job -- from afr.com by Max Mason 

• How a Machine Learns Prejudice -- from scientificamerican.com by Jesse Emspak 

• Will AI built by a ‘sea of dudes’ understand women? AI’s inclusivity problem -- from digitaltrends.com by 

Dyllan Furness 
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